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LEWIS Hamilton may have won the Belgian Grand Prix but as he
stood beside Mark Webber it was difficult to tell which of the title
chargers was happier. Webber came into the race with a slender
title lead over Hamilton but with the speed advantage that the
Red Bull car has generally enjoyed over the field this season
Webber knows that he is ideally placed to win the title.

Webber came to Spa with only a ten point lead over team-
mate Sebastian Vettel but with the German failing to score any
points, Webber knows that the time is coming for him to be the
sole focus of the Red Bull team’s attentions for the remainder of
the title fight.

This race will be remembered as the pivotal turning point of
this dramatic season. It was also indicative of what we have seen
throughout the season with Hamilton and Webber outperforming
the rest of field through great driving and in Webber’s case
terrific mind management.

Webber knew that the Spa circuit would not play kindly to the
strengths of his Red Bull. The Australian therefore knew that he
needed to maximise whatever points were on offer from the
race. Having made a poor start Webber exited the first corner in
sixth position and must have felt disheartened. Even so his
approach to the race did not change and he readied himself for a
long afternoon. It is very easy to let emotion to take over at
times like this but Webber stayed calm and did not make any
rash moves during the race.

While Webber drove faultlessly his team-mate certainly did
not. Vettel had an error strewn race and failed to take advantage
of a gilt edged opportunity to close the gap at the top of the title
chase. With Webber having made a poor start and having fallen
into the pack Vettel should have consolidated this throughout the
race and finished comfortably on the podium.

Poor decisions continue to hamper Vettel
Vettel though made numerous startling decisions throughout

the race. The younger Red Bull driver undoubtedly has the talent
and speed to win a title but his mental approach and attitude still
leave a lot to be desired. In recent races he has allowed his
emotion to cloud his decision making processes and he has made
elementary errors that would be expected of a rookie, not a title
contender.

During the season key errors that have cost him lots of points.
His first major error was at the Turkish Grand Prix when he
clashed with Webber while vying for the lead and retired, next
there was his error at Silverstone when he tried to drive around
the outside of Webber into the first corner having made a poor
start and suffered a puncture. In Hungary Vettel failed to pay
attention behind the safety car and was penalised with a drive
through penalty, gifting Webber a win.

Last weekend though Vettel made bad decisions throughout
the race and it has surely put paid to his title chances. During the
early running Vettel was in third position behind Hamilton and
Jenson Button, it was far from ideal for him but he needed to
take a similar approach to the situation as Webber later did and
realise that while McLaren were quicker at Spa, and are expected
to set the pace at Monza, the Red Bull will be considerably faster
at most circuits for the rest of the season.

He needed to consolidate his race and take advantage of any
errors ahead of him, the most important thing though was
clearly to beat Webber and close the points gap to the man that
is arguably his chief title rival. As it was Vettel amazingly decided
to press hard during difficult conditions and ended up clashing
with Button and ruining both of their races.

Vettel was forced to change his front wing, then was penalised
with a drive through penalty for causing an avoidable accident
and ended the race having made five visits to the pitlane. By
being rash Vettel saw his title hopes almost certainly end on a
day when he had the opportunity to consolidate a very good
championship position.

Webber on the other hand drove within himself and took
advantage of any mistakes ahead of him, including an
uncharacteristic mistake from Robert Kubica during a pitstop to
overtake the Pole and open a 28 point lead over Vettel. The
difference in approach helped Webber in Belgium, but it will also
help him in this title fight.adaptable.
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Vettel: Have Spa and his mentality cost title?
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TRIATHLON IN PROFILE:: EVE MCCRYSTAL

FIVE athletes from the local
Setanta triathlon club
competed in the National
Olympic Championships in
Dublin on Sunday.

Bryan McCrystal, Colin
Teevan, Niall Ivory, Gerry
Kenny and Alan Gray all took
part with McCrystal finishing
second overall. Niall Ivory
came second in his age
group.

Gavin Noble
(Specialized/Champion
Systems) repeated his win
from last year by leading
from the start.

McCrystal pulled out a
very good swim and added a

bike split almost three
minutes faster than anybody
else to take second place.

Bjorn Luddick held off
Mark Nolan (Cork Tri) to take
third. However Mark won’t be
disappointed as it looks like
he may have clinched the
National series from Kevin
Keane (Belpark/Wheelworx)
who finished sixth.

Hawaii Ironman bound
Joyce Wolfe (Cork Tri) showed
that she has lost none of her

short course speed by
winning from Elena Maslova
(CoachElena.com). . Aoife
O’Connor used the fastest run
of the day to secure the last
podium slot, a mere four
seconds ahead of Chris
Bellew.
LLooccaall rreessuullttss::
2nd: Bryan McCrystal - Cat:
M2529; Swim: 00:23:13; Trans
1: 00:00:54; Bike: 00:59:28;
Trans 2: 00:00:59; Run:
00:35:19; Finish: 01:59:51.

34th: Niall Ivory – Cat:
M3539; Swim: 00:24:23;
Trans 1: 00:01:32; Bike:
01:08:10; Trans 2: 00:01:15;
Run: 00:39:21; Finish:

02:14:39.
76th: Gerard Kenny – Cat:

M4549; Swim: 00:32:26;
Trans 1: 00:01:24; Bike:
01:09:57; Trans 2: 00:01:00;
Run: 00:39:33; Finish:
02:24:19.

110th: Colin Teevan – Cat:
M4044; Swim: 00:27:06;
Trans 1: 00:02:09; Bike:
01:12:39; Trans 2: 00:01:42;
Run: 00:43:59; Finish:
02:27:33.

186th: Alan Gray – Cat:
M4044; Swim: 00:29:33;
Trans 1: 00:01:46; Bike:
01:17:06; Trans 2: 00:01:27;
Run: 00:45:34; Finish:
02:35:25.

LEFT: Setanta Triathlon Club's
Gerry Kenny in action at the
NationalOlympicChampionships
in Dublin at the weekend.

Setanta well represented at National Olympic Championships
TRIATHLON NATIONAL OLYMPIC CHAMPIONSHIPS

By Nadia Williams

TRAINING for an Ironman
triathlon is not an easy task.
Athletes spend hours every day
preparing their bodies for the 3km
swim, 180km cycle and 42km run.
It’s a big ask for anyone to find
these hours, working a full-time job
and balancing commitments to a
spouse or partner. Eve McCrystal
tackled this challenge less than a
year after giving birth to her and
partner Niall Casey’s second child.

The Ironman bug bit Eve when,
at the Carlingford Lough
Endurance Challenge in 2006, she
and good friend Sheena Dullaghan
saw some Dundalk people wearing
Ironman tee shirts, having just
completed the race in Frankfurt,
Switzerland.

“I bet we can do that,” Sheena
said. Though she didn’t have a clue
what an Ironman was, Eve agreed.
This joking exchange launched an
epic adventure which would see
both women attain fantastic
achievements.

Eve started training, not
following a programme or making
use of a personal trainer. “I was
completely green,” she says now.
She’s very hard on herself, though,
and managed to build up the
fitness needed to do her first
Ironman in 2007.

She felt the distance suited her,
and undertook to do another
Ironman soon, but partner Niall
had his turn first when he travelled
to Switzerland for this prestigious
race in 2009.

Eve set her sights on the same
Ironman race for 2010, but October
2009 saw daughter Nessa’s needs
added to their family life. Eve’s first
and foremost priority was her
children, but with loads of help, she
didn’t need to shelve her goals.

“If not for the grandparents, I
wouldn’t have been able to do it,”
Eve says. Both her and Niall’s
parents helped mind the children,
while Eve herself did what was
needed to not let her intense
training take her away from the
two little girls too much.

It often meant getting up long
before dawn so as to complete her
day’s exercise before they woke.

Niall put his own triathlon goals
second while supporting her in
hers.

The big day arrived, and Eve
smiled right through it, though her
muscles really hurt on the run.
This gruelling physical challenge is
what she loves, what suits her
personality and body.

“On Ironman day, anything can
happen. You must be prepared for
things to go wrong. It can be
lashing rain or howling wind. Your

mind is what gets you through
that.” She was shocked when she
crossed the finish line and saw her
time: an astonishing 10:27:01,
placing her 7th in her age group.

Eve led the Garda team in the
EU Police Triathlon
Championships in Kitzbuehel,
Germany, on 15 August 2010. While
an Olympic distance triathlon is
shorter with a 1.5km swim, 40km
cycle and 10km run, athletes push
themselves harder to go faster, and

she didn’t enjoy this race as much
as the earlier Ironman.

Her goal right now is to take it
easy for a while and just enjoy her
children. That doesn’t mean Eve
will stop training. “When I train, it
helps me relax, it’s good for my
soul. It makes me a better person,
and in turn a better mum.”

When you see happy Nessa
bouncing in her mother’s arms, you
have to agree Eve is onto a winning
formula.

Iron mum

Setanta Triathlon Club’s Eve
McCrystal in action. INSET:
Eve and her partner Niall
Casey, another ironman
fanatic.


